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The SURECOM E315 is a revolutionary chipset for
mobile G-band applications. The E315 chipset

features a high-speed dual-band transceiver with
802.11g and 802.11n compliant transceivers

supporting up to 112.5Mbps (single stream) and up
to 54Mbps (dual stream) data rates. The SURECOM
E315 chipset is specifically designed for multiple

input multiple output (MIMO) applications for
maximum performance. This chipset is based on

the TriGig module, which is tuned to allow it to co-
exist peacefully with other 802.11 networks,

without interference from them. The SURECOM
4170 is a high-performance replacement for the

SPCA and TPCA WLAN PC Card products. The
SURECOM 4170 is a member of the Broadcom
802.11a/b/g/n MIMO family of products and is

designed to support 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g,
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and 802.11n MIMO wireless LANs. It features a pin-
to-pin replacement for the SPCA, TPCA, and HPW-

CPCa products that provides high performance
802.11a/b/g/n MIMO wireless LANs and

compatibility with PCI Express Class 10. The
SURECOM 4170 has 5X higher coverage than the

SPCA and TPCA. The drivers can be found at ftp://ftp
.dlink.com/Support/Products/DFE-530TX/Driver_Soft

ware/DFE-530TX-Win_v2.2.zip , the installation
routine is in the 2.2.x win driver, two files need to
be renamed to load the driver correctly. The last
drivers for this device are in 2004 and this card

requires NDIS2-based drivers if you want to get it
working on Windows. There's plenty of ways to

install them but the best one I can think of is to use
an image-creator-like utility to create a Windows PE
bootable image and use that to install the drivers.
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Most of the time, I use Intel Pro GT 1000 PCI
network cards. Fairly fast and have drivers available

for Windows 3.11 all the way through to Windows
8.1. The Windows 3.11/95 drivers have since been

taken down from Intel's website but are still
available for download elsewhere. The Dos drivers

for this card are also regularly updated with the
latest official Intel 19.5 update being dated

10/28/2014. Latest Windows 98 10.3 update is
dated 3/15/2006. Strange how they keep updating
the Dos drivers though. Anyone know why Use the
Mediator Driver Guide to find which PCI cards are
supported by Mediator drivers. Information about

the latest driver versions you can find in the
DOWNLOADS Mediator PCI software section. Choose

the PCI card category: &#8226 Graphic cards
&#8226 Ethernet 10Mbps cards &#8226 Fast

Ethernet 100Mbps cards &#8226 TV Tuner cards
&#8226 Sound cards &#8226 USB cards &#8226

G3/G4 processor cards &#8226 SCSI cards &#8226
Parallel Port cards &#8226 MPEG-2/DVD hardware
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decoders SureCom EP-9321-gp(A1) drivers will help
to eliminate failures and correct errors in your

device's operation. Download SureCom
EP-9321-gp(A1) drivers for different OS Windows

versions (32 and 64 bit). After you have
downloaded the archive with SureCom

EP-9321-gp(A1) driver, unpack the file in any folder
and run it. Most of the time, I use Intel Pro GT 1000

PCI network cards. Fairly fast and have drivers
available for Windows 3.11 all the way through to
Windows 8.1. The Windows 3.11/95 drivers have

since been taken down from Intel's website but are
still available for download elsewhere. The Dos

drivers for this card are also regularly updated with
the latest official Intel 19.5 update being dated
10/28/2014. Latest Windows 98 10.3 update is

dated 3/15/2006. 5ec8ef588b
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